
My name is Hannah Gumbo!
I am a visual artist & I love to 
draw, paint & create. 

 

 Everyone can be creative & 
the more you practice the 
easier it will become. 
Drawing should be fun so 
don’t stress over perfection. 

Let’s draw together!

Look at all the names to the right.
They all spell “Hannah” but each 
one is written differently. That’s 
because each one of us writes 
...& also DRAWS in a completely unique way. 

Keep this in mind as you practice. Your drawing will not look exactly like mine 
& that’s okay! Find your own style and own it. 

No one can be YOU like you can.

1. Loosen up your arms: Stand up, stretch, & shake it out. Make circles with                      
your wrists, neck, and shoulders. 

2. Loosen up your attitude: I already said it, but I’ll say it again. If you focus on 
whether what your doing is “good” or not, you’ll miss the point. Make things that are 
ugly. Make things that are weird. It doesn’t matter as long as you are having fun. 

3. 3. Think basic: Break down what you want to draw into basic shapes: squares, 
rectangles, triangles, circles, etc. (more on that on the next page) & always draw lightly 
in case you want to erase later.



Practice using the shape & linework examples 
above (or make up your own) on your own paper.

To begin, draw several different shapes that overlap. 
Make these shapes as large or small as you like.

Fill in where each shape intersects with various linework patterns. 
You can even fill in all the shape pieces with a pattern if 
yyou want. 



Now using the same methods of starting with simple shapes & adding in a 
variety of linework, let’s make something else. If you have a way to add color 
(crayons/colored pencils/markers) you can use that too. If not, then add different 

pencil/pen marks to keep your drawing interesting.



Let’s draw some MORE!
Practice these on your own paper & 
make them as BIG as you want & 
make as many as you want. 

You’re the boss so feel free to 
add or change these drawings 

to be what you want.
Experiment & have fun with it!









Row of potted plants

Pink pencil

Fancy drink with fruit on the glass

Olive on a fork

Sleeping cat

5 different types of homes
(whe(where does a crawfish live? snail? bird?)

Superpower potion bottle

Bad hairday

Shiny shoes

Broken egg

Pineapple cake

Eyeball with flames

BunBunch of balloons

Peanut butter & jelly

Hand washing

Something lucky

Chips & dip

Polka dot fruit

You with a crazy hat on

FFish tank

Happiness

Bad dream/good dream

Sneeze

Dance move

Dripping paint brush

Bouquet of giant flowers

FaFavorite snack

Instagram: @notallthatglittersisgumbo      Email: hannah@hannahgumbo.com
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